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ABSTRACT:The increase in the field of technology and usage of social media has influenced the marketing strategy to

a great extent. The marketers nowadays are striving to advertise its product and services in such a way that it attracts

the common people to buy a product or a service. Some marketers are facing a problem as to which technology they

should adapt. The paper represents a hybrid approach that can be used to enhance the growth of a product or a service

by combining the Social media marketing, Customer Referencing Marketing and Digital Marketing Model in the field

of communication.
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1. Introduction

The immense growth in the field of technology has influenced marketing strategy to a large extent. Technology ad-

vancement has highlighted major turning points since its introduction. When a new technology holds a place in the

market and the marketers use that technology to connect with the large number of growing customers. To adopt a

marketing strategy, marketers should understand the customers in order to advertise the product or a service. Digital

marketing is a canopy term representing all the marketing strategies that uses digital media such as Internet. Usage of

digital marketing not only allows advertising the product or service on a larger scale but also helps in providing on-line

service to the end users wherever and whenever required. In [1], the authors have highlighted the key point that has

helped the marketers to advertise the product and service. The issues related to the marketing strategy have also been

discussed in the paper.

The rest of the paper is divided into the following sections: Section 2 discusses the review that has inspired the work;
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Section 3 describes the digital marketing strategy and development cycle; Section 4 presents proposes the methodology

followed. Finally, Section 5 infers the conclusion and future scope of Digital Marketing.

2. Motivation

In [2], the authors have surveyed about the various problems and challenges, the marketers face while choosing the type

of social media approach in defining new marketing strategy as compared to the existing marketing strategy according

to the authors, the platform of social media was categorized into four parts: uniformity, custom-made, assurance, and

prudence. In [3], the authors have analyzed how digital marketing has helped in increasing the awareness amongst

the customers related to a product or a service. The authors of [4], presented a new aspect of social media marketing.

The paper highlights a quality-survey approach done to define a framework that concerns the basic dimensions of

SMM. The authors of [5], have developed a model to make the customer aware of the new product being launched.

The profit achieved from the product and the speed at which new products are introduced in the market are forms a

platform that helps in measuring the performance of the model being discussed. The reviews of the customers related

to a product or a service are given importance nowadays that has affected firm’s business strategies. CRFM approach

[6] has been developed that will help in enhancing the sales of a firm. Also, the customer review approach has affected

the sales in a positive direction. The concept of digital marketing still lacks in the field of communication. A model

has been explained in [7] that define the key skills required to be adapted by the marketers to efficiently and effectively

implement the concept of digital marketing in the field of communication. The effect of the social media in the field

of marketing has been discussed in [8]. The authors of [9] have defined an opportunity window that has affected the

return and gain growth for a product or a service. Increase usage of social media increases the task and the difficulty

levels of the marketers. These difficulties are highlighted in [10].

3. Digital marketing

• Digital marketing development cycle:

Marketing is a continuous process. The main objective is to connect with the audience at the right place, right time

with right deliverables. The core objective of marketing never changes even with the change in the marketing strate-

gies. However, the correct execution of marketing strategy can bring a great difference in the building a rapport with

the audience that helps in deciding the success and failures of the concerned marketing strategy. The major phases

represented in Figure 1 comprise a marketing strategy that includes: developer phase, capitalization phase and com-

moditization phase. Also, how technology with time affects the marketing phases are represented in Figure 2.

1. Developer Phase: The performance of the developers is astonishing in the initial phases of the marketing. For

example, if we assume that new technology is used to advertise a product or a service, the users and the devel-

opers experience great outputs. When a new technology is introduced in the initial stages it is adopted by most

of the marketers for advertising purposes.

2. Capitalization: The efficiency of a digital strategy degrades as it starts to make profit out of its services. At this

level, the strategy is adopted at an increasing level but the users, at the other end, observe a recurrence pattern in

the strategy. At this particular stage, the strategy followed is still accustomed to profit only for these organization

that adapt themselves with the change in the field of marketing strategies.

3. Commoditization: In this phase, the effectiveness of the strategy has declined to its lowest level as its adoption

level has reached it apex. This has resulted in the degradation in the price and quality of the product or service.

Search engine optimization, pay-per-click and email marketing are at this stage.

• Digital marketing Strategy:

Digital marketing Strategy shown in Figure 3 comprises of the following components:
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Figure 1. Digital Marketing Development Cycle

Figure 2. Effect of Time on different marketing phases

1. Planning: There should be a digital marketing plan that one requires to implement for advertising its product

and services. The success and failure of a marketing strategy depends upon the parameters that are used in the

selection process of the strategy. The basis of selection process consists of the following parts: customer ori-

ented; flexibility; realistic goals; simple and updated.

2. Reach: Effective measures should be taken to make the product or the service available to its well defined cus-

tomers. Appropriate volume, good quality, value and optimal cost should be set with the help of budget models

and optimal communication media.

3. Act: Better Brand interactions must be encouraged in order to engage the customers by surveying the mobile

and social media usage of the customers. Effective content marketing strategy should be followed to increase

product awareness.

4. Covert: The sales are increased following an optimal technique. The main aim is to improve upon the factors

that help in driving sales.

5. Engage: At this level, customer satisfaction is our primary objective. This objective is achieved by maintaining

crystal clear communications with the customers. The customer engagement in a particular product or service is

maintained by following one of the following strategies:
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Figure 3. Digital Marketing Strategy

1. Usage of social media

2. In-product messaging

3. Email

4. Customer help desk

5. Mobile Alerts

4. Proposed Methodology

Earlier off-line communication technique was followed to make the customers aware of a particular product or a service

but in today’s era, digital marketing is made the basis to enhance a particular product or a service. The technique of

digital marketing is implemented in various fields but somehow the impact of digital marketing technique lacks in the

field of communication industry. The communication channel plays a major role in making the end users aware of the

existence of a particular product or a service. In the paper, we propose to use a hybrid approach by combining the

Social media marketing, Customer Referencing Marketing and Digital Marketing Model techniques with the digital

marketing tools to make the end users aware of a particular product in an effective and an efficient manner.

5. Conclusion and Future Scope

Grabbing the attention of the customers by using the concept of digital marketing is a tough process. The marketers

often rely on the new on-line marketing strategies for advertising the product and services that will be able to benefit

them in future. During the selection of marketing strategy to be followed, the marketers often face some challenges.

The major challenge that the marketers face is related to the type of technology to be used that suits the needs of the

organization. The other challenge that the marketers face is related to the skill development in the field of the adopted

technology.
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